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ABSTRACT
Oil refinery preheat trains can exhibit unwanted twophase flow behaviour. An example is boiling of crude oil
inside heat exchangers, when the local pressure is not high
enough to keep crude in a liquid state. This often arises
when the pump is under-sized. Understanding the two-phase
behaviour and assessing the boiling heat transfer
coefficients would result in a better prediction and
estimation of exchanger fouling. Where single-phase
modelling is used under boiling conditions, the anomalous
behaviour leads to unrealistic estimates of fouling
resistance, and can severely under-predict the increased
pressure drop and consequent loss of crude throughput.
There is little public information on fouling in twophase flows as laboratory experiments are very costly,
despite the importance of this in refinery heat exchangers
and furnaces. Indeed, the importance of crude boiling is
likely to increase as lighter crudes such as shale oils are
processed. These lighter crudes are often blended with
heavier crudes to maintain an appropriate refining average
density.
This manuscript consists of two sections. The first
section uses industrial monitoring data to illustrate fouling
behaviour for a heat exchanger that undergo both boiling
and fouling. The second section discusses simulations to
evaluate thermo-hydraulic behaviour when the crude
undergoes boiling. The analysis requires coupled heat
transfer, hydraulic and surface fouling aspects, and a
commercial preheat train network simulator, SmartPM, was
used for this study.
INTRODUCTION
Crude oils are a complex mixture of hydrocarbons and
impurities; their physical and chemical characteristics vary
widely from oil reserves and also within the same reserve.
The mixture includes hydrocarbon components with a range
of volatilities, water, inorganic salts and various chemicals
that assist in extraction. Processing of crude oil in refineries
involves steps such as washing the crude with water to
remove inorganic salts (desalting) and heating the crude oil
through a network of heat exchangers (known as the preheat
train, PHT), to raise its temperature in preparation for
fractional distillation. The crude is processed at high
pressures to maintain single-phase flows (liquid state); in a

typical refinery the local crude pressure could experience
values as high as 30 bars (IHS ESDU 2007). During crude
heating in PHT’s, unwanted two-phase flow (boiling) could
occur when the local pressure is less than the vapour
pressure of the most volatile component at the local
operating temperature. Such industrial example was
reported by Liporace and De Oliveira (2007), where the
vaporization of crude occurs in heat exchangers
downstream of the desalter.
Water carry over during a desalting process could also
result in water boiling in heat exchangers downstream of the
desalter. This is often apparent from seemingly very large
fouling resistance values in those exchangers. Controlling
the desalting operation is also of great importance to the
PHT (Ishiyama et al., 2010a); phase behaviour in the PHT
relating to the desalter operation is not considered in the
scope of this paper.
The main effect of crude oil boiling on fouling rate is
through the high turbulence created by the bubbles at the
solid-fluid interface. This turbulence enhances both heat and
mass transfer. Boiling reduces the boundary layer resistance
and promotes the flow of fouling precursor towards the
heated surface. Experimental studies of hydrocarbon fouling
under boiling conditions were reported by several research
community: e.g. Huasler and Thalmeyer (1975), Fetissoff et
al. (1982) and Crittenden and Khater (1984).
This paper discusses a methodology to evaluate
thermo-hydraulic behaviour of a heat exchanger undergoing
tube-side boiling. This methodology is used to illustrate
three case studies. First case study is on ‘rating’ the
performance of an industrial heat exchanger. The second
and third case studies explore thermo-hydraulic behaviour
for a hypothetical heat exchanger assuming a linear fouling
rate; its effect on a simple network is discussed.
MODEL FORMULATION
For a heat exchanger undergoing crude boiling on the
tube-side, the vapour quality present at the tube inlet and at
the outlet could be significantly different due to variation in
temperature and pressure along the tube. An example of
such flow in a horizontal tube is illustrated in Figure 1,
where the liquid is initially sub-cooled and heated in singlephase flow. Nucleation begins at point A, and bulk boiling
at B. When the volume flow rate vapour considerably
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excceeds that of tthe liquid, thee flow becomees ‘annular’, aas at
C in the sketchh. Most of thee liquid flowss along the w
wall,
hilst the vapouur plus some of the liquid
d, in the form
m of
wh
enttrained dropleets, flows at considerably
c
higher
h
velocity
ty in
thee centre of thhe tube. At the
t point marked D the w
wall
beccomes dry, beecause the suupply of liquiid to the walll by
imp
pingement of drops is less than
t
the rate of
o evaporationn.

here x is the vaapour quality, M is the totall mass velocitty, d
wh
is the
t tube-interrnal diameter and Cf is th
he friction facctor.
Sub
bscripts V and L denote st
states when vapour and liqquid
alone were preseent, respectiveely. Cf is obtaiined based onn the
n
Re:
fluiid Reynolds number,

0.079
0.046

,
,

∆
∆

1

1

2,000

,

gure 1: Sketchh of flow pattterns in boiliing flow alonng a
Fig
horizontal tub
ube (IHS ESDU
U, 1985).

Heeat exchangerr pressure drop calculation
Most processs equipment design is baseed on generaliized
preessure drop coorrelations thaat do not explicitly accountt for
thee two-phase fflow regime (Lestina
(
and Serth,
S
2010). We
con
nsider a generralized approaach here.
Two generaal models of tw
wo-phase flow
w are commonn; 1)
hom
mogenous floow and 2) sepparated flow. The homogennous
mo
odel assumes tthat each phasse has a same local velocityy. In
thee separated fl
flow model, each
e
phase flows
f
in sepaarate
zon
nes and has ddifferent veloocities, but co
ould interact w
with
eacch other. Sepaarated flow models
m
are kno
own to providde a
bettter representaation of the pressure
p
drop in pipe flowss. A
mo
odel of this tyype, presented by Lockhaart and Martinnelli
(19
949), was utillised in the sttudy, where a two-phase fflow
mu
ultiplier was iintroduced. The
T two-phasee flow multipplier
waas defined as thhe ratio of thee pressure gradient during ttwophaase flow, PTP, and the pressure gradientt due to frictioon if
totaal fluid flowss as liquid, PL. The two-phase multipplier
useed in the study is baseed on Chish
holm’s Equaation
(Ch
hisholm, 19733) and given by:
b

(4)

,

2

16

Widely diffeerent conditionns could exist at various pooints
alo
ong a heat exchanger tuube under tube-side boiiling
con
nditions; deriiving a lumped (or an av
verage) operaating
con
ndition is nott easily achieeved. Anotherr complicationn is
thee likelihood oof vapour-liquuid separation occurring inn the
heaat exchanger headers whenn several tube-side passes are
preesent; thus reesulting in flow
f
mal-disttribution. In this
maanuscript, boilling is evaluaated based on
n ‘local’ therm
rmodyn
namic conditiions at the inlet and/or the outlet of the hheat
excchanger.

(3)

,

2 1

.

2,0000

.

20
0,000

(5)

20,000

Sub
bscript ‘i’ indiicate either ‘vvapour (V)’ or ‘liquid (L)’
statte.
t local ratioo of
Parrameter C in equation (1) is related to the
the densities of the liquid and vapour phasees:
.

.

(6)
Sheell-and-tube exchangers
e
ussually consistt of a bundlee of
tub
bes with severral tube-side ppasses. Undeer single (liquuid)phaase flow, the pressure dropp across on th
he tube-side of
o a
sheell-and-tube heat
h
exchangger could be
b presented as
(Sin
nnott et al., 20
005):
∆

4

,

,

2

2

2.5

(7)
2

here l is the tu
ube length, Nppass is the num
mber of tube-sside
wh
passses, L is thee liquid crudee density, and
d uL is the mean
m
tub
be-side velocitty of the liquiid crude.  is the deposit laayer
thicckness. For tu
ube-side foulling, Yeap et al. (2004) have
h
sho
own that, for typical
t
crude oil systems, , may be relaated
reaasonably well to
t the ‘thin-lay
ayer’ approxim
mation as

 = Rf f

(8)

(1)

Herre f is the deposit
d
therm
mal conductiviity and Rf is the
thermal resistancce due to foul
uling. The relaationship of Rf to
the heat transfer coefficients aare described later in equattion
(19
9).
mation is now
w made to obtaain the two phhase
An approxim
preessure drop of
o the heat eexchanger, PHEX,TP, through
mu
ultiplying PHEX,L by the tw
wo-phase flow multiplier.

(2)

∆

here X is the L
Lockhart-Martiinelli parametter given by:
wh
.

,

∆

,

1

1

(9)

The pressure graadients are thoose if the wholle mixture flow
ws
v
or liquuid:
as vapour
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Heeat transfer cooefficient
Among thee earlier methhods for preedicting the hheat
tran
nsfer coefficient in in-tubee boiling, the method of C
Chen
(19
966) was frequuently used. He
H studied exp
perimental ressults
obttained with tthe saturated boiling of water
w
and sevveral
org
ganic liquids. Both convvective and nucleate boiiling
con
ntributed to tthe transfer of
o heat. The correlation was
dev
veloped basedd on experimeental data for vertical tubess; its
app
plications in horizontal tubes
t
are alsso discussed for
satu
urated wet-waall heat transffer. Since, boiiling heat trannsfer
corrrelations havve evolved and new correlations w
were
dev
veloped such as described by
b Shah (1976, 1982) and IHS
ESDU (1985, 1991). Crude oil is a comp
plex mixture and
mited informattion is availaable on correlations for crrude
lim
boiiling heat traansfer coefficients. In thiss manuscript, the
con
nvective heat transfer term
m of Chen (1
1966) correlaation
willl be considerred to estimaate the tube-sside heat trannsfer
coeefficient; the study is not limited to thiis correlation and
oth
her heat transsfer correlatioons could reaadily be appllied.
Ch
hen (1966) corrrelation is givven by:
,

,

,

,

∆
∆

,

(a)
(

(b)
(

.

((11)

The convecctive heat trannsfer coefficieent for the liqquid
phaase flowing aalone, hi,L, is given
g
by Gnielinski (1976)). A
con
nservative appproximation for the two--phase flow hheat
tran
nsfer was maade in this stuudy by negleccting the nuclleate
boiiling term in eequation (10):
,

here r is the im
mpeller radiuss and ω is the rotational speeed.
wh
A typical
t
centriffugal pump chharacteristic curve is presennted
in Figure
F
2. Thee pump head pprovides the required
r
presssure
dro
op for the crud
de to flow acrross the PHT, PPHT, and also
a
the pressure to keep
k
the crudee at the liquid
d state, Psp. PPHT
is described
d
by three
t
componnents, pressuree drop across the
con
ntrol valve, prressure drop aacross the heaat exchanger and
the pressure drop
p across piping
ng and fittings..

((10)

h transfer coefficient,
c
hi, co is
Heere, hi,TP is thee two-phase heat
thee convective hheat transfer coefficient,
c
hi,n, is the nuclleate
boiiling coefficieent and S iss the suppresssion factor. The
con
nvective coeffficient is baased on a momentum
m
- hheat
tran
nsfer analogyy, and is relateed to that for the
t case in whhich
thee liquid phase flows alone by:
b
,

(
(14)
2

((12)

The shell-siide stream waas assumed to
o be single-phhase.
film transfer coefficient
c
is obtained throough
The shell-side fi
method (IHS ESDU,
E
1984).
streeam analysis m
ump hydraulics
Pu
d
force are
The pumps providing thhe hydraulic driving
norrmally centrifu
fugal devices operating
o
at constant rotatioonal
speeed, so that tthe flow ratee depends upon the operaating
heaad, H, and theerefore the preessure drop accross the netw
work.
The pressure floow characterisstic curve is ap
pproximated hhere
by
((13)
here V is the liquid volumetric flow, p is a dimensioonal
wh
con
nstant. Througghout, it is asssumed that th
he crude is sinnglephaase liquid at the pump.
is the pum
mp shut-off hhead
bassed on the pum
mp design:

gure 2: Illustrration of a ppump characteeristic curve. (a)
Fig
Pressure distribution of the pump head,
h
across the
preheat train;; (b) centrifuggal pump characteristic; dasshed
line PHT chaaracteristic, w
with fouling in
ncreasing from
m1
to 3; bold so
olid line, com
mbined charactteristic curve.. At
position 3 th
he control vallve is fully op
pen (Ishiyamaa et
al., 2009).
The pump ch
haracteristic iis not the solle determinant of
the flow, as the flow is also ssubject to con
ntrol valve acttion
(Ish
hiyama et al., 2009). Figuree 2(b) shows the characteriistic
of a pump that has
h been overrdesigned (forr the combinattion
t
flow an
nd clean pressuure drop. Initiially, under cllean
of target
con
nditions, the control
c
valve will partly close
c
to mainntain
the flow at the set point, V operation. As th
he pressure drop
d
acrross fouled HE
EXs increases,, the control valve
v
will openn to
com
mpensate, until it is fully oopen. Thereaffter, the flow rate
willl decrease as fouling procceeds. The hy
ydraulic effect of
fou
uling is thereffore masked bby the operation of the conntrol
valve: a period of constant throughput is followed by
b a
deccline in throug
ghput determinned by the pu
ump characteriistic
currve. The chan
nges in the cru
rude feed ratee are matchedd by
pro
oportional changes to the hoot stream flow
w rate.
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Ca
alculating thee change in stream local prressure
Consider a shell-and-tube heat exchan
nger illustratedd in
Fig
gure 3, with the cold sttream on thee tube-side. The
excchanger couldd consist of an
a active byp
pass and in ssuch
insstances the preessure measurements are likely to be m
made
beffore the splittiing of the cold stream (P1) and after mixxing
of the bypass too the main strream (P2). In this instance,, the
preessure drop obbtained from the measurem
ments (P1 – P2 ) is
thee sum of the pressure droop across the heat exchannger,
∆P
PHEX, and thee additional pressure
p
drop
p incurred at the
jun
nction of the spplitter and thee mixer, ∆PP.
∆

∆

((15)

Thee hot stream mass
m flow ratee is inferred by
y:
(
(18)
,

,

,

umed to be a linear functio
on of temperatture
Herre Cp,h is assu
(as described in the form in T
Table 3); the bulk
b
temperatture,
hich was obtained as the aarithmetic mean of the streeam
wh
inleet and outlet teemperatures w
were used to evaluate
e
Cp,h.
Thee thermal resistance, Rf, off an heat exchanger is obtaiined
from
m plant monitoring data tthrough solvin
ng the follow
wing
equ
uation using data
d reconciliaation methodo
ology detailedd in
(Ish
hiyama et al., 2011):
1

1

1
,

(
(19)
,

o
heat ttransfer coeff
fficient, ho is the
Herre U is the overall
extternal film traansfer coefficcient, Ao is the
t external heat
h
tran
nsfer area, Ai is the internaal heat transfeer area, and Rw is
the wall resistancce. Subscript ‘cl’ denotes clean conditionns.
uling rate (sim
mulation)
Fou
A linear fou
uling rate,
casse studies.
gure 3: Heat exchanger with
w
an activ
ve bypass; gaauge
Fig
pressure meaasurements aree made beforee stream split (P1)
and after streeam mixing (P
P2), respectively. P1 and P2
represent thee pressure droops associated
d with the spllitter
and the mixeer, respectivelly. Only the co
old stream onn the
tube-side is ppresented for simplicity.
s
due too fouling, P2 is
i recalculatedd by
Wiith change in ∆
re-arranging equuation (15):
∆

∆

((16)

hange in ∆ due to the change
c
in mass
m
flow ratee is
Ch
app
proximated bby assuming it to be pro
oportional to the
squ
uare of total volume flow raate.
ata reconciliaation (rating))
Da
Data reconcciliation is a keey step in processing industtrial
meeasurements ass raw industriial data usually have errors and
misssing informaation. For crudde oil refineriies, it is comm
mon
to have missingg hot stream flow
f
measurem
ments, whichh are
infferred throughh heat and maass balance baased on the crrude
streeam. For an eexchanger unddergoing boiliing, the heat dduty
of the
t crude streaam, Qc, is givven by
,

,

,

,

,

,

((17)

s
mass fflow
Heere, Qc is the heat duty, mc is the cold stream
ratee, H is the specific enthhalpy of the crude, T is the
tem
mperature andd P is the operrating pressurre. The subscrripts
‘in’ and ‘out’ ddenotes condditions at the inlet and ouutlet
streeams, respectiively.

, is assumed in the simulattion

(
(20)
ns (1) to (200) for a heatt exchanger (and
(
Sollving equation
associated netw
work) requiredd coupling of
o heat transsfer,
draulic and surface foulling aspects. A commerrcial
hyd
preeheat train network simulatoor, SmartPM,, was used in this
study to perform
m data reconcilliation and preedict thermal and
draulic perform
mance under ccrude boiling and fouling.
hyd
ASE STUDIES WITH IN--TUBE BOIL
LING
CA
Three case studies
s
were eexplored. Firstt case study (ccase
study 1), investtigates a singgle industrial heat exchannger
dergoing crud
de boiling. Plant monito
oring data were
w
und
collected and thee fouling resiistance profilees were extraccted
for a period of siix months of ooperation.
Second casse study (ca
case study 2),
2 illustratess a
hyp
pothetical heaat exchanger operation un
nder single-phhase
and
d two-phase fllow. This excchanger is takeen to a third case
c
study (case study
y 3) where thhe impact of in
n-tube boilingg on
d
exchanger
e
is explored. Th
he single (liquuid)
a downstream
phaase thermo-ph
hysical propeerty of the streams
s
for case
c
studies 2 and 3 are detailed iin Table 3. Crude heat releease
rate vapour qu
uality and speccific
currve data were used to genera
entthalpy data.
ase study 1: Industrial hheat exchang
gers undergooing
Ca
tub
be-side boiling
h
Operation of an inddustrial shelll-and-tube heat
excchanger with crude boilingg on the tube-sside was studdied.
Thee inlet and outlet
o
pressurres of the cru
ude stream were
w
mo
onitored daily for a period oof 5 months (F
Figure 4(a)). Both
B
the inlet and ou
utlet temperatuures of the crrude and the hot
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streeams were aalso monitorred (Figure 4(b)). The hheat
dem
mand curve ffor the crude was obtained
d from a therm
rmodyn
namic packagge, where com
mparing the in
nlet pressure and
thee temperature with vapour quality
q
indicatted that the crrude
is evaporated w
within the unit (i.e. the vap
pour quality was
greeater than zeroo as shown inn Figure 5(c))). Only the crrude
streeam volumetrric flow was available; thee crude flow was
meeasured at a location, upsstream of thee heat exchannger
wh
here the streaam was singgle-phase. Th
he crude haad a
fluctuating masss flow ranginng between 100 – 140 kg s-1.
This unit is sinngle segmentaal baffled wiith two tube- side
passses.

les, 6.2 10-11 m2K J-1 andd 1.5
exttracted for the two Rf profile
-10
2
-1
10
1
m K J , respectively. The trend in Rf is unclear and
con
nsists of high
h disturbance in the region
n marked B; this
distturbance is not
n reflected through thee fluctuationss in
calculated hi,TP or the vapour
ur quality profile and requuires
f
furtther analysis. hi,TP exhibitss high fluctuaations at the first
two
o months of th
he monitoringg period (Figurre 5(b)). Bothh the
cold stream inleet and outlet temperature shows a graddual
deccrease (Figuree 4(b)). The deecrease in the cold stream inlet
tem
mperature is liikely to be liinked to the reduction
r
in heat
h
dutty recovery from
f
upstream
m exchangerss due to fouling.
Thee reduction in vapour qualitty (Figure 5(cc)) at the inlet and
the outlet of the exchanger is the result of the reduccing
cru
ude temperaturre.

12

Cold stream inlet

(aa)

Pressure (barg)

10
8
6

Cold stream outlet

(aa)

4
2
0
310

2600

Hot stre
eam inlet

270

2300

250

Hot stre
eam outlet

230

(b
b)

210

Cold strream outlet

190
170

hi,TP ( W m-2 K-1 )

(b
b)

Temperature ( °C )

290

2000

1700

1400

Cold strream inlet

150
1100
0.1

Fig
gure 4: Case study 1. Moonitoring dataa for a 5 monnths
t
period; (a) local pressuree, (b) stream temperature.
The
hollow and filled circles in (a) denotee inlet and ouutlet
T hollow an
nd filled trianngles
conditions, rrespectively. The
in (b) denotee inlet and outlet hot stream, respectivvely.
The hollow and filled sqquares in (b) denote inlet and
outlet crude sstreams, respeectively.

0.095

1

2
3
Time (months
s)

4

(cc)

Vapour quality ( - )

5

0

0.09
0.085
0.08
0.075

ho was calcuulated based on the inferreed mass flow rate
fro
om equation (18). hi,TP was calculated at the inlet andd the
outtlet conditions of the exchhanger, separaately. Hence two
ressistance profilles were obtaained based on the inlet and
outtlet hi,TP valuees (Figure 5(a))). The Rf proffile based on hi,TP
at the
t tube-outlet (filled circlees in Figure 5((a)), showed too be
hig
gher comparedd to that Rf based
b
on hi,TP at the tube-iinlet
(ho
ollow circles).
n
still in the
The obtaineed Rf profile consists of noise;
firsst 2.8 months an increasingg trend is obseerved (Regionn A,
Fig
gure 5(a)). Foor this region,, linear foulin
ng rates couldd be

0.07
0

1

2
3
hs )
Time ( month

4

5

Fig
gure 5: Case study 1. Recconciled data for an industtrial
ndergoing boilling; (a) fouling resistance,, (d)
exchanger un
tube-side heeat transfer coefficient and (c) vappour
fraction. Th
he filled annd hollow circles
c
repressent
reconciled vaalues based on calculated boiling
b
condittion
at the heat exchanger outlet and inlet conditioons,
respectively.
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80

B

Mass f low (kg s -1)

70

(aa)

60

B’

A

50
40
30

C

20
10

C
C’

0
0.18

0.16

Pressure drop (bar)

Ca
ase study 2: Single heat exchanger – comparison
n of
theermo-hydrau
ulics in sin
ngle-phase and two-ph
hase
sim
mulations
mpare the therm
rmoThe aim off this case stuudy is to com
hyd
draulic behavviour of a hyypothetical shell-and-tube hheat
excchanger undeergoing tube--side boiling with that oof a
sin
ngle-phase opperation (Figgure 6). Taables 1 andd 2
sum
mmarizes thee exchangerr geometry and the puump
hyd
draulics in thiis study. f inn equation (8)) was assumedd as
2 W m-1K-1. Thiis lies in the upper bound
d of the expeccted
vallue of f (0.5 – 2 W m-1K-1, Ishiyama et al. (2010b)). The
theermo-hydraulic behaviour of a exchang
ger (and PHT
T) is
hig
ghly sensitive to f (Ishiyam
ma et al., 200
08); exploringg the
sen
nsitivity of f is an ongoinng research an
nd not coveredd in
thiss paper.

(b
b)

0.14
4
0.12
2
0.1
0.08

B’

0.06

B

0.04
4
0.02
2

A

0

8.02
2

(cc)
gure 6: Hypotthetical heat exchanger
e
with
h inlet conditiions
Fig
for case studyy 2.

Outlet pressure (barg)

8
7.98
8
7.96
6
7.94
4
7.92
2
7.9
9
7.88
8
7.86
6
7.84
4

ble 1: Heat exxchanger desiggn data
Tab

0. 2
0.18

Tub
be length

6m

Tub
be internal, exxternal diametter

17, 19 mm

Total number off tubes

1290

Nu
umber of tube--side passes

2

Sheell diameter

1.2 m

Tub
be layout

30°

Baffle spacing

0.4 m

Baffle cut

23 %

(d
d)

Vapour quality ( - )

Vallue

Paraameter

0.16
0.14
0.12
0. 1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0

Imp
peller diameteer

Valuue
0.75 m

Ro
otational speedd

700 rpm

Pvalve, PPHT (aat 70kg s )

0.05, 0.1 bar

Poiint on centrifuugal pump (heead, flow rate))

(20 m, 0.33 m s-1)

-1

6
hs)
Time (month

9

12

Fig
gure 7: Case sttudy 2. Simulaated profiles of
o (a) throughpput,
(b) exchangeer pressure droop, (c) outlet pressure andd (d)
vapour quality at the eexchanger ou
utlet. Solid line
presents simu
ulation with ccrude boiling. The dashed liines
in figures (a) and (c) presen
ents single phaase operation.

*Linear fouling rate of 1 × 10-10 m2K J-1

ble 2: Pump ddata
Tab
Parameter

3

Simulation result assum
ming single (liquid) phhase
opeeration shows that the exchhanger initiallly operates unnder
con
nstant flow (ssection AB inn Figure 7(a)) – dashed line).
Du
uring this operrating period the pressure drop of the heat
h
excchanger increaases rapidly ((Figure 7(b)). At point B the
pum
mping limit is
i reached annd constant throughput
t
is no
lon
nger achieved. The reductition in throug
ghput will occcur
witth progress in fouling (BC iin Figure 7(a))).
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mperature (currves ‘bc’ (E1)) and ‘ef’ (E2) in Figure 9((b)).
tem
Thee increase in
n exchanger ppressure drop
p Figure 9(c)) is
sign
nificantly hig
gher comparred to Figurre 7(c); thiss is
exp
pected as th
he simulationn was perfo
ormed assum
ming
con
nstant mass flow rate. In reeality, the nettwork is likelyy to
exh
hibit hydraulicc limit as desscribed in casse study 1, when
w
the pump capaciity is limited. In this examp
ple the differeence
in the
t selected in
nitial values ffor P1 and P2 are much greeater
thaan that of the pressure dropp of the heat exchanger allone
and
d require furtther analysis of industriaal data to obtain
reaalistic values; this
t is an ongooing work.

8.5
5

8
Pressure (barg)

(aa)

7
6.5
5

6

P2

5.5
5

5
4.5
5

4

0.22
2

E2

0.2
2

(b
b)

Vapour quality ( - )

ase study 3: T
Two heat exch
hangers in serries
Ca
Two heat eexchangers with
w
identical geometries w
were
arranged in seriies (Figure 8)). Both units were assumedd to
hav
ve the same ovverall linear fouling
f
rate (1 × 10-10 m2K J-1).
The outlet crudee stream presssures for eacch exchanger,, E1
d E2 are markked P1 and P2, respectively
y, in Figure 88. P1
and
and
d P2 were assuumed to be 8 and 7 barg att the beginning
ng of
thee simulation: i.e. the differrence in P1 an
nd P2 denote the
totaal pressure drrop across E22 and that of associated pipping
and
d fitting (as ddescribed in Figure 3). Fo
or simplicity, the
add
ditional pipingg and fitting are not inclu
uded in Figurre 8,
butt accounted in this studyy. Simulation
n was perform
med
asssuming a consstant throughpput over the simulation
s
per
eriod
(i.ee. assuming nno pumping limit).
l
hi,TP was
w calculatedd for
eacch heat excchanger baseed on the thermo-dynaamic
con
ndition at thee heat exchaanger crude stream
s
outlett. A
dep
posit thermal conductivity of
o 2 W m-1K-1 was assumeed in
thiss study.

P1

7.5
5

d

f

e

0.18
8
0.16
6
0.14
4

E1
a

c

b

0.12
2
0.1
1
1
0.9
9

(cc)

Pressure drop ( bar )

When the eexchanger is undergoing
u
bo
oiling, it initiially
opeerates with a pressure droop, higher thaan the equivaalent
sin
ngle-phase flow
w pressure droop (Figure 7(b
b)). With foulling,
thee pump reachhes its hydraaulic limit at an earlier sttage
com
mpared to thee single-phasee operation (B
B’ in Figure 7((a)).
On
nce the pump has reached its
i pumping liimit, reductionn in
throughput occuurs with foulinng following the
t curve B’C
C’ in
Fig
gure 7a. The reductions in the outlet vaapour quality and
outtlet pressuress are plotted in Figuree 7(c) and (d),
resspectively. Thhe outlet vapoour quality in
nitially decreaases
duee to the redduction in ouutlet crude temperature
t
w
with
fou
uling. The vappour quality starts to increease with fouuling
wh
hen the reducttion in outlet pressure dom
minates the crrude
vap
porization.
o
pressurre could havve a
The reductiion in the outlet
gnificant effectt on the exchaangers downsttream of this uunit.
sig
This effect is coonsidered in thhe next case study
s
(case sttudy
3).

E2

0.8
8
0.7
7
0.6
6
0.5
5
0.4
4

E1

0.3
3
0.2
2
0.1
1
0
0

Fig
gure 8: A simpple sketch of two heat exch
hangers in serries.
The differennce (P1 – P2) indicate the sum of presssure
drop across E
E2 and the piiping and fittiings as descriibed
in Figure 3.
d in Figure 9((a)).
The simulatted P1 and P2 are plotted
Neear the last moonth of the sim
mulated period
d, the reductioon in
P1 has a strong effect on the reduction in P2. With foulling,
formance of thhe unit decreasses and both uunits
thee thermal perfo
exh
hibits a reduction in vapouur quality, duee to the reducction
in outlet temperrature (curves ‘ab’ (E1) and
a ‘de’ (E2 ) in
gure 9(b)). Thhe Vapour quuality tends to
t rise when the
Fig
red
duction in locaal pressure doominates the reduction in crrude

3

6
Time (months )

9

12

Fig
gure 9: Case sttudy 3. Profilees of (a) outleet gauge pressure,
(b) vapour fraction and (c)) heat exchang
ger pressure drop
d
alone. Solid and dashedd lines indicaate E1 and E2,
respectively in
i Figure 8.

Conclusions
ology was ddiscussed to extract fouling
1. A methodo
profiles forr heat exchaangers underrgoing tube-sside
boiling, usiing the locaal pressure and
a
temperatture
conditions at
a the tube-inleet and outlet.
draulic simulaations were performed foor a
2. Thermo-hyd
heat exch
hanger undeergoing tub
be-side boiling.
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3.

Comparison with single-phase simulation indicated that
heat exchangers with in-tube boiling reaches its
hydraulic limit earlier compared to a single-phase
operation.
Crude boiling could have considerable effect in a
network and a simple illustration described the impact
of boiling on a downstream heat exchanger.

Nomenclature
A heat transfer area, m2
C dimensionless parameter in equation (1), –
Cf friction factor, –
Cp specific heat capacity, J kg-1 K-1
d tube diameter, m
H total enthalpy of the crude, J kg-1
h film transfer coefficient, W m-2 K-1
g gravitational acceleration, m s-2
l
tube length, m
M mass flux, kg s-1 m-2
m mass flow rate, kg s-1
Npassnumber of tube-side passes, –
P pressure, pa
P pressure drop, pa
p dimensional constants in equation (12), s2 m-5
Q heat duty, W
r pump impeller diameter, m
Rf fouling resistance, m2K W-1
Rw wall resistance, m2K W-1
Re Reynolds number, –
S suppression factor, –
T temperature, K
X Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, –
x vapour quality, –
U overall heat transfer coefficient, W m-2 K-1
u mean tube-side velocity, m s-1
V volumetric flow, m3 s-1
Greek
 deposit thickness, m
 pump head, m
s shut-off head, m
 thermal conductivity, W m-1 K-1
 density, kg m-3
 pump rotations speed, rpm
Subscripts
c cold (crude) stream
cl clean condition
co convective
design design condition
f foulant
h hot stream
i
internal
in at the inlet
HEX
heat exchanger
L liquid phase
n nucleate boiling
o external
operation
operating condition
out at the outlet

p piping
PHT
preheat train
sp single-phase
TP two-phase
V vapour-phase
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Table 3: Liquid-phase thermo-physical properties of the streams in case studies 2 and 3.
Density, kg m-3
= b1 (T-273)+ b2
Stream
Crude
Hot 1, 2

Thermal conductivity, W m-1 K-1
= c1 (T-273) + c2

b1 (kg m-3 K-1), b2 (kg m-3)
-0.890, 860
-0.726, 920

c1( W m-1 K-2), c2 (W m-1 K-1)

Specific heat capacity, J kg-1 K-1
= d1 (T-273) + d2
d1( J kg-1 K-2), d2 (J kg-1 K-1)

-0.0004, 0.15
-0.0002, 0.17
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3.46, 1900
3.50, 1890

Viscosity, cP
= e1 exp(e2 /T)
e1 ( Pa s), e2 (K)
6.677E-03, 1952
2.576E-06, 3077
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